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MND-B Security Successes
1-75 CAV, 2/101AA CONDUCTS RECONNAISSANCE TO FIND AN AQI CACHE IN ZONE 45

MISSION: ON 06 FEB 08, 2/101AA CONDUCTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE WEST OF GHAZALIYAH TO FIND CACHES

TASK: CONDUCT AREA RECONNAISSANCE TO FIND LOCATION OF SUSPECTED CACHES.

PURPOSE: THE PURPOSE OF THIS OPERATION IS TO DISRUPT AQI LOGISTICAL OPERATIONS AND IMPROVE SECURITY IN WESTERN BAGHDAD.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT: ON 06 FEB 08, 2/101AA CONDUCTED AREA RECONNAISSANCE WEST OF GHAZALIYAH. WHEN PATROL FOUND INSPECTION WITH CACHED WEAPON SYSTEM EMBRACED IN THE DÉRMA, UNIT CONTACTED EOD AND WHILE ESTABLISHING CORDON AND ALERTING AREA RESIDENTS FOR FIRST BLAST, THE UNIT IDENTIFIED A RECENT CACHE, APPROXIMATELY 200 METERS WEST. ALSO EMBRACED IN A REFRIGERATOR.

POLITICAL IMPACT: THE DISCOVERY OF THIS CACHE WILL DENY AQI DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS THROUGHOUT BAGHDAD. ADDITIONALLY, FINDING OF THIS CACHE SHAKES THE POPULATION IN THIS RURAL AREA THAT COALITION FORCES CONTINUE TO MAINTAIN PRESENCE IN THE AREA TO DENY AQI FREEDOM OF MANEUVER.
MND-C Security Successes
**08 & 10 FEB 08 – 4 x CACHES FOUND – 3/3 HBCT (3-1 CAV)**

**08 FEB 08 CACHE ROLL UP:**
- 13 x EFP 6.95" 
- 1 x SHAPE CHARGE 10" 
- 27 x C4 BLOCKS 
- 3 x PIR RETRACORS 
- 13 x BLASTING CAPS 
- 12mm MORTAR TUBE 
- 24mm RPG LAUNCHER 
- 5MM - DET CORD

**ABOVE: 37 BLOCKS OF C3 FOUND DURING 08 FEB CACHE ROLL UP.**

**BLOW: 5 SHAPE CHARGS AND 4 EFPs FOUND ON 10 FEB 08.**

**10 FEB 08 CACHE ROLL UP:**
- 2x 10" SHAPED CHARGS 
- 2x 9.75" SHAPED CHARGS 
- 2x LG. EFP 
- 2x 6.95" EFP 
- 2x PIR SYSTEMS 
- 2x ELECTRIC BLASTING CAPS 
- 3x RPG (MP-7) 
- 2xG GRENADES 
- 1x BLOCK C4 
- 4x BATTERY PACKS – 2X WITH TIMERS ATTACHED 
- 1X MOTOROLA RADIO 
- 1X KENWOOD RADIO 
- 1x SAG 7.62 (ROUND)
06 FEB 08 – CACHE FOUND – 4/3 HBCT (MITT 840)

LOCATION: IRAQ POLICE RAID

WHERE: SOUTH OF KARBALA CITY – 38 KB MA 924

WHEN: 061700 1600, FEB 08

HEBRAK WARD POLICE CONDUCTED GORDON AND SEARCH RAID

DEATHS: NONE

DETAINEES: ONE DETAINED AFTER SEARCH. OTHER SUSPECTS ARE BEING QUESTIONED.

CAPTURED MATERIAL:
- 6 X RPGS, EACH APPROXIMATELY THE SIZE OF #16 CANS
- 2 X RPGS, ONE ROUND EACH
- 2 X MORTAR ROUNDS
- 1 X 20MM MORTAR TUBE
- 1 X PLASMA GUN
- 2 X 8 ROUND 60MM MORTAR ROUND CARRIERS
- 12 X 62MM MORTAR ROUNDS
- 5 X BLOCKS OF PLASTIC EXPLOSIVES
- MISCELLANEOUS SP GP PARTS

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS:

CACHES EXISTED IN THREE SMALL HUTS LOCATED NO MS 119 924. HRFQ CONDUCTED RAID OF AREAS AND DISCOVERED THE WEAPONS MATERIAL LISTED ABOVE. MG RAAD HRFQ CDR DIRECTED THAT THE HUTS BE DESTROYED. SUBSEQUENT SEARCHING HAS RESULTED IN ONE DETAINED.
MND-SE Security Successes
MND(SE) – SECURITY SUCCESSES

I. SDB
- On 8 Mar at 1740hrs a N2F-6 dropped a RDX 2 in out of the CED. The bomb was unexploded at the scene and taken to the BFT. Following the confirmation of the EOD, CED carried out 3 controlled explosions and all EOD for the next morning reported that the RDX was a large shaped charge of between 6kg & 8kg of nitric explosive and the (inert) initiated.

ROCKET RAIL RECOVERY - At approximately 2100hrs EOD and SDB found a rocketed railway rolling frame in a 120mm Antiaircraft pit from the SBP at P2107. There were 4 rockets in the forward pit of the SDB. The rate of the rails handled in the same time, but it was not prepared for the impact of the rails. The weight of the rails handled in the rail.

ROCKET RAIL FIND - On 10 Mar a 4 2.5Km rocketed from the BFT. 1 All identified 4 rocketed rails 14 hrs south of the SBP to the east of BFT. CED stopped the train. All 2.5Km rockets and 6 SOB (rocketing) SOB (rocketing) SOB (rocketing) were destroyed. 
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OPERATION BULL RUN III

06 FEB 08

ENEMY SITUATION: Recent reporting indicates that houses in the Albu Ali Jassim tribe have been used as locations for the illegal sales of Iraqi police weapons. These are also the apparent homes of Iraqi police from neighboring stations. The recent attacks on Tariq Albu Gaid also indicate that the enemy has been attempting to enter the Jazira area.

MISSION: Conduct combined IP and clearing operation in Albu Ali Jassim on 06 Feb to disrupt the AF cell and facilitators in order to prevent AGI and other insurgent groups from staging, planning, and executing future attacks in Jazira.

KEY TASKS:
- Clear in zone (Albu Ali Jassim) - "non-kinetic"
- Conduct ordnance/cache clearance operations
- Disrupt AGI and other insurgent groups
- Conduct stemming/truck operations

DOCUMENT OPERATION FOR EXPLOITATION:
- An cell no longer capable of conducting operations in Albu Ali Jassim. Increased confidence of population in Salam IPs and friendly forces in control of physical and human terrain in Albu Ali Jassim.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS: OTO the main effort (Salam IPs) will conduct clearing operations in assigned sectors. JFD will follow in support and conduct normalization and sight exploitation as necessary.

OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE:
- Resulted in several detaines
- Demonstrated growing capacity of IP to plan, coordinate, and execute combined operations
- Reinforced the IPs' ability to protect and serve residents of outlying communities
- Resulted in positive atmospherics within the community
SISTERS OF FALLUAJAH

ORIGIN
- 2R BATTALION, CO
- NIGERIA
  - FEMALE BASICS
    - SEARCH TECHNIQUES
    - AGES 15-45
  - APPROACHED DISTRICT IP

TRAINING & EQUIPMENT
- IN DEVELOPMENT A 60 DAY CURRICULUM
  - PERSONAL / VEHICLE SEARCH TECHNIQUES
  - Basic WICAP
  - WINGS PISTOL
    - FAMILIARIZATION
      - (CONFIDENCE & SPECIAL TRAINING)
  - GRADUATION CERTIFICATES
  - PAY SAME AS IP

USE / RESULTS
- EVERY FALLUAJAH RECP
- ROTATIONAL SHIFTED
- FEMALE OF OVERWATCH
- USED FOR THE LAST 45 DAYS

RESULTS
- $14,000 IN $100 U.S. DOLLAR
  - BILLS
    - WASHING MACHINE TIMERS
    - 25 LB OF HME
    - VAST QUANTITIES OF WIRE
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MND-N Security Successes
**EVENTSUM 3-21A Bde MTT 10 FEB 08 - Security Conference**

**Accomplished Mission (Desired End State):** The local leaders discuss concerns of security in the area with ISF and USF and develop possible solutions to make the area more secure, particularly with the operations in Mogadishu.

**Objective:** Establishing a methodology to build a table of tools and continue dialogue among ISF and community leaders on security concerns in the 3-21A and 1-3 ACR battle space.

**CO's Key Tasks:** Developing ISF capacity and social affairs to improved local and government capacity.

**LCDR Security Engagement:**
- ISF: Garowe Police Chief and District_Sign_on_Operational_Brief_110121
- USF: 3-21A CO (Major B. Fleming)

**Key Discussion:**
- Operations in Mogadishu require all local leaders to work with and align with ISF and USF.
- Outline requirement for assistance from ISF and local leaders (2000 hrs - 0600 hrs) and
- Briefing to ISF leaders is supposed to only four crossing points.

**Summary:** The meeting included discussions on the ISF and USF's efforts to improve security in the area. Local leaders were engaged in developing solutions to address security concerns, particularly in Mogadishu. The focus was on establishing a methodology to build a table of tools for security, which included developing ISF capacity and social affairs to improve local and government capacity. The meeting outlined key tasks and objectives for both ISF and USF, emphasizing the need for coordinated efforts among local leaders, ISF, and USF to ensure security in the area.
3IA Cooperative Medical Engagement (CME) in Adayyah
Grid: KF975095

LOCATION:
Adayyah-KF975095

UNIT:
3IA DIV HQ
3IA MTT (3DIV and 1/6)
JACH HSS Medical Troop (FOB Martha)

TIME:
100736 FEB08 100132 FEB08

EQUIPMENT:
CP Fluids 18, Purchased Medical Supplies
3-5 Wheelchairs (Operation for Children)

CLOSED:
3IA DIV CMO successfully conducted a CME operation in Adayyah which treated at least 566 local residents; conducted an assessment of the village for future operations, and continued to build a closer relationship between the village and the ISF/GOV.
### CDR's Assessment

This mission was an overwhelming success. We not only showed the people of the town we care for them, we also showed the IA soldiers that we are part of a team.

### OPSUM

**SIGACTS / TIMELINE: 11 FEB 2008**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>2nd Plt SPS FOB Gabe with Aid Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1236</td>
<td>2nd Plt arrive at Abu Jamil and begins HA drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1403</td>
<td>2nd Plt reports Abu Jamil drop complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1518</td>
<td>All elements FOB Warhorse mission complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Notes:**...

**Bottom Line:**...
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